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Surrma ry 

Since the DC-IO has been put into operational airline service, initially with 
United Airlines and American Aidines, a number of complaints of cephalagia 
(headache) have been made by the Cabin Attendants (C.A. ' s) of both airlines. 
Associated complaints have been received describing "disagreeable, sour, 
irritating, acrid and pungent" odors in the cabins and lower galleys of the OC-10. 
The odors have been ascribed .variously as being due to spilled and decomposing 
food, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hot metal, and other causes. CO and CO2, 
being odorless, could not be responsible for "odors" as described above. There-
fore, odors present must be due to some other contaminant(s) in the cabin environ-
ment. 

The tiw.e of onset and severity of odors was examined and compared with the time of 
onset, duration and disappearance of headaches . In brief, there appears to be a 
correlation between these phenomena • . A thorough correlation was not possible, 
however, because of the lack of definitive records relating to onset times. A 
Significant portion of the informatfon was obtained by word of mouth, once or 
twice removed from the original sources within the airlines. However, similar 
reports, in the form of trip reports by DAC personnel and records of discussions 
with oAC personnel are among the data reviewed. These inputs are essentially the 
same as those obtained from airlines personnel. 

In reviewing the problem in an effort to gather leads as to the. cause(s) of head-
aches in Cabin Attendants, the factors considered 1) engine · bleed air 

. source for cabin pressurization and possible sources of contamination associated 
with this air supply, Z) possible sources of contaminants taken aboard during 
night preparation and· servicing, 3) interiors materials subject to degradation 
after installation, 4) faulty operation of installed equtpment leading to 3) above. 

After preliminary examination of these possible sources, it appeared to quite 
probable that the source of the headaches could contaminants derived fna the 
engine bl eed air source for cabin pressurization.. This report · tslillited to con- · 
sideration of this aspect, and the analysis of the report quoted in the introduction 
of this report. The from its odor and description by personnel 
affected, would appear to be an irritant gas, although it my well be ,accompanied 
by asphyxiants such as CO or Thfs reporr elaborrtes on thfs P!"Sise.;:: ... . ... .. 
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: -::roduct i on 

:" the ·report of a meeting on Apri l 6. 1971 attended by representatives of the FAA. 
and ESSO/EHeO Research Laboratories. and Humble Oil and Refining Company, 

OC-lO Compliance with FAR 25.831{c) Propulsion Bleed System, it is stated 
-:-at the "thennal decomposition prtlducts (of the turbine oil??) are carbon monoxide 
".: aldehydes, such . as acrolein." It· states also that these were detected in con-
:;.-;trations below the TLV's estabi i shed for "S-hour work period, day after day as 

in industrial hygiene . " It states further that decomposition products 
:: not occur below 450·F. which indicates either other factors present, or that the 

tE!Olperature was higher. and sufficiently higll· under the test conditfons to· 
breakdown of the oil, since these breakdown products were, in fact, detected. 

-"e report also states that "in a few cases, detection was made but the concentra-
: ; :1Os · were very low." In no instance is the level oT any contaminant given a 

value to be able to make a judgment as to its significance. Nor does the 
"1!;:ort state the source for comparison of the "TLV established in industrial hygiene", . 
:' the date of that source. This is of some importance because of year-to-year 

of the TLV's by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygie-
"sts (ACGlH), whkh, it is assumed:, .is the . r.eference cited. 

the next paragraph the report describes in part the actions of and symptoms pro-
:_:ed by aldehydes. However, it neglects to mention the pulmonary effects which 
:1jehydes produce; i.e., pulmonary edema. Also, it states that the odor is detect-
:= ' e early by the nose. and that haze is visually detectable, and that these early 
. -:"'!lerous indicators" are available to passengers and crew to suggest that "action. 

taken to i solate, and not· use. air from tile offending bleed source". Also, that . 
' :'ese warnings are given long before the carbon monoxide reaches a level that would 
::·Jse degradation of crew perfonr.ance". (It is not clear what the passengers could 
:: "isolate and not use air from the offending bleed soun:e" or what the crew 
::.ld do if indeed they are even infonned of the. problem during flight). 

statement about passenger/crew action appears to assume thilt CO is the only . 
txIssible contaminant capable of causing degrada.tion of crew perfonDaJlCe. when in. 

other contaminants, incTudingacro.lefn. lIIiIy·be: of- as IIIUdr lIT more signifi-" -'· ... 
::atice". The TLVof 50ppo for CO is 500 times higher than that for acrolein (O.lppo). 
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Sources of Data 

The presence of a pungent. acrid. sour, disagreeable or irritating odor has been 
described as beginning immediately after engine start by various airlines' Cabin 
Crews, by Douglas engineering. flight test and product support personnel during 
flights they have made aboard the OC-IO at various times. United and American 
Airlines have both raised the question as to the cause of headaches in Cabin 
Attendants (C.A. 's) an board the DC-IO. United Cabin Attendants have made state-
ments that their passengers have requested more aspirin for headaches during DC-10 
flights than an ather United aircraft. One Douglas man on a OC-IO flight to Tulsa 
developed a moderately severe headache, and when the C.A. discovered he was from 
Douglas. railed at him for the headaches caused by the DC-1D . 

In all the reports gathered to date. cammon factors are evident the description 
of the odor, irritation of the eyes. nose 'and throat. headaches beginning a few 
minutes after engine start and lasting until after the flight is over. in some 
cases, or until aspirin is taken for relief. The description of the odor and the 
symptoms produced are generally in agreement and are entirely compatible with 
those caused, by aldehydes. particularly acrolein, but caused by many other 
contaminants of the irritant class. Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are both 
odorless and colorless gases do not produce a haze under "normal" conditions. but 
nevertheless could be present along with whatever contaminant(s} is odoriferous. 
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Further Discussion of the Referenced Report 

"Assumed failure" (p.2) appears to consider that the only possible faiTure could 
be a crack in the casting where "the pressurized oil supply approaches the com-
pressor irilet wall at the base of the IS strut at the compressor inlet." A simu-
lated failure test to evaluate this possibility was run by G.E. There appear to be 
other possibilities of oil leakage which were not discussed. These include leakage 
from deteriorating seals, in combinat1on with failures or temperature control sen-
sor, the valves they control, and possible over-heating within the compressor stages. 
It would appear that, whatever other failures occur, it is necessary for seals 
to fail to permit oil or its breakdown products to enter the bleed air system. 

Other possible reasons for breakdown products of the turbine oil and which should 
be analyzed. include: 1) high pressure (8:1 at the 8th stage, and 16:1 at the 16th 
stage) providing compressed air with high pressure oxygen. 2) higher temperatures. 
3) possibility of ozone in air, all of which would tend to change the breakdown 
point of the oil, 4) possible presence of atmospheric contaminants which would act 
as catalysts, and 5) presence of peroxides and/or catalysts as products of early 
oil breakdown. .' ". " 

It appears questionable as to whether the tests performed in the laboratory to 
determine breakdown temperatures of oil, do involve testing under increased pressure 
with higher partial pressures of O2, and the possibility of catalytic or accelerated 
reaction in the breakdown process. 

Another question raised in the process of this analysis is, in the thermal cracking 
of the oil, whether the CO or the(acrolein evolves at a lower temperature than the 
other, or whether they evolve at the same tire and temperature in the reaction . 
Should the CO evolve at lower T" than acrolein. headaches could be produced by the 
CO. If the acrolein evolves ffrst. the primary mechaniSlll of headache· may be the 
production of pulmonary edema· (fluid fn the lung) whfc:IT Tn tum would _act as a 
mechanical barrier to the dfffusion of Oz into the blood and to CO2 out of the blood. 
Thus, the acrolein and all other irritants become mechanfcal . asphyxiants. resulting 
in hypoxia. and accumulation of COZ in the body. both of which are common causes of 
headache. 
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Ot5cussion of the Referenced Report (Continued) 

Throu",::-.out this report the descriptions of tests and equipment used for tests, . . , 
and sensitivities of instruments seem to leave one in considerable 

doubt as to accuracy and specificity. If" numbers were provided; i.e .• ppm of 
detected. tests used. and the accuracy of the tests and instruments 

used, It would be extremely helpful in this analysis . 

; . ' . ;' .. .. 
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Physiological Effects 

The statements related to physiological effects and toxic i ty are also rather vague. 
An anaiysls needs to he perfomed on the COIIIhined effects of the. contaminants dis-

above (or those eventually identified by air sampling and analysis) and work-
load at the Cabin Attendants. It is quite possible that the physical workload of 
the C.A.'s imposed in the presence of such contaminants could make the ,difference 
in the higher incidence of headache in C.A. 's than that among passengers . Of course, 
due m lack of good data collection, the incidence in either C.A. 's or passengers 
i s un Icm>wn • 

Additives 

The problem of additives in the all is also treated Tightly in the report . Even 
thouglt the "additive pa'ckage is a yery Sma.ll percentage of the total ,fonnu1ation" 
and ilerllaps "not detectable by laboratory equipment", we know that additives m. there 
and it is pou.ihle that. Under engine coacllUOIIS.- _ _ of these ol't/lair <!egTadaticm · 
products could serve as catalysts in thermal degradation· of the oil. ' 

Typical additives Include: methacrylate and butylene polyn!rs for improving 
visCOSity. a1kylated naphthalene as a pour-poi.nt 'depre5Hllt •• organic compounds of 
.sulfUr. phosphorous and nitrogen such as amines, sulfides. sulfides , and 
phenols as oxidation inh1bltors;'.lIOn of the" latter plus_lIe1al salts of thlophOS-
phoric acid as corrosion preventives or "catalyst poisons· (which implies the pre-
sence of catalysts); tricresyl phosphates as Extreme Pressure (E.P.) and anti-wear 
agents. certain alcohols, aldehydes. phenols- and merctlric-and-cIIlortne--<.ontalnin!r-

as bactericides; nitro-benzol for odor control ; plus a multitude of other 
compla. high-molecular weight molecules as dispersants, detergents. oniness 
improve..-s, rust prevention, metal deactivators. emulsifiers, water repellents. 

and tackiness agents, dyes, color stabtlizers 'and foam inhibitors. 

Since ·many of these additives are for different purposes, but have similar components 
or structure, the additive pactage may not be insigniffcant:. The canplex1ty of 
compoWlding synthetfc turbine o11s·. and the varietyof' cheIItcals·add.ed-, for this " 
multitude of purposes, makes it' very difficult to formlate so that these chemfcally-
actfve components do not have adverse effects on each other. on the all base itself. 
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(Continued) 

or on -:he lubricated parts. The human toxicity is still another consideration; 
from the point of view of the intact additives, their breakdown products. 

or the ail base stack, which in the case of turbine ails, are usually: 
(1) df;hasic acid esters for the earlier 3 cSt and the. 7-1/2 cSt ails. and . 
(2) the newer Type 2 (5 cSt all), hindered esters which are made from alcohols 
based on neopentane, are usually the base stocks. 

.. 
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Oil Testing .' 

Another sticky problem involved in the evaluation of turbine oils .Is that there 
are standardized tests to which new oils are subjected. Each manufacturer 
and sp-ecifying has his own pet method: and" often where evaluation test 

in different specifications are based on similar principles. good 
performance in one test will not necessarily guarantee good performance in another. 
In aCjition. the phflosphies of oil evaluatton are different in different countries. 
The States places greater emphasis on rig tests (those conducted in 
mechC'-ical apparatus; e.g .• Erdco Bearing Rig. designed to simulate engine compo-
nents and conditions on a small scale) whereas in Great Britain. the use of glass-
ware testing (example - the Rolls Royce blCIIIII oxidatfon test) and a fundamental 
apprcach to the' chemical behavior of ails .fn the engine environment. Is favored. 
All t.'lese testS; in use. .try to asse.ss.the. behavior of. the. oil as- related . to .engipe· 
function . Consideration of the. toxicological implications. is given tfttle 
emphas i s until one is literally "hit in the head" . 

Oil Ox i dation 

High temperature fs probably the most important factor in ail oxidation. Hon-
cata1yzed oil oxidation rate approximately doubles for every 18-20°F. increase in 
temperature. Oxidation rate of motor oft IIIiIY be increased one hundred fold by 

it to metals, dust, fuel combustion blow-by products or other' catalysts- · . 
usual:Y found in an engine. 

It ;s ?enerally theorized that organic peroxides are among the first oxidation 
prod,,·:::cs formed. and these are fonned when an otl is oxidized even slightly. 

are highly reactive and may act as catalysts to accelerate further 
oxidztion .of hydrocarbons (including seals), involving a set of reactions. which. 
if cont.lnuing, are alein to a chair reaction. They are also know to be corrosive. 
to certain bearing metals. 

• _.1 .. . 
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Oil Oxidation (Continued) 

Free radicals are also fonned in the breakdown of the peroxides. From these a 
of potentially toxic compounds - aldehydes, ketones, acids - can be fanned . . 

These reactions can become self-propagating, possibly at an ever-increasing rate. 
Both the tnitiation and propagation reactions may be activated or accelerated by 
presence of metal ions. heat. increased pressure, or light_ Tennination of the 
oxidation reactions may result from exhaustion of the oxygen supply. exhaustion 
of reactive fragments, the formation of stable molecules as end products, or the 
fOl'1lliltion of free radials too stable to participate in further chain reactions 
(but perhaps not too stable for production of biological effects) •. 

Aldehydes can also react violently vhen exposed to OZ' particularly those with 
I!IOlecular weights (including acrolein) • 

. . :" 
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Canparison of Acrolein With Similar Contaminant_s 

The of the presence of small amounts of acrolein in the cabin air becomes 
evidert when a comparison of TLV's (ACGIH. 1971) are made with othe strong irritan"ts 
and a;?hyxiants." 

CHan CAl 

Acrolein 

PhaS'gene 

OZOrIIe 

ChI"rine 

Hi tnlus Oxide (Nz.0) 

FOl"!l1ill dehyde 

Pmntmiil 

Caro:.n Monoxide 

Ca!"':':>n Dioxide 

TLV 

0.1 ppu 

0.1 ppm" 

0.1 ppm 

1.0 ppcn 

1.0 ppm 

C5.0 ppcn 

C5.0 ppcn 

25.0 ppm 

50.0 ppcn 

5000.0 ppm 

OTHER 

Was 0.5 ppu in 1961. 0.25 ppcn may 
cause irritation. 1.0 ppm 
practically intolerable. 

Notice of Intended Change (fraa 0.1 Pili) 

C· Absolute Ceiling for any exposure 

time 

Notice of Intended Change 

(from 50.0 ppcn) 

. " 

From !tIIis it can be assumed that acrolein has a toxicity comparable with phosgene 
and a=e.. lOX that of fluorine and chlorine. SOX that of nitrous oxide and 
deltycfe. and 250X that of iIJIIIIOI1fa and 500X that of carbon monOXide;" Yee- there - "" 
others would not be pennitted in the cabin environment • 

.. :; .. :> 
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and Recommendations 

foregoing comments and analysis. it is apparent that the possibility of 
oil or fuel could be the source of some odors and headache-producing con-

:=.::tra::-.-:!i which may enter the cabin environment- through the. system. In 
;jew the number of complaints of headaches aboard the DC-10's in operation. it 
oOv1d wise to sample the cabin air and analyze it for a number of possible 
:cntamr.nants in both the asphyxiant and irritant classes. of contaminants. This 
:an be done by use of gas chromatography or mass spectrometry or both, unless 

can be identified closely enough to be able to use simpler tech-
ni ..... es._ The test program proposed by R. W. Haddock and D. O. Englebrecht. Cl-253. 
Envirmnmental Control. in August. 1972, lIIOu1d be an excellent start fn the fdentiff-
catior. of the offendfng contaminants. particularly if the analysis were to fnclude 

esters and halogenated hydrocarbons, as well as those already suggested 
;n F&lD Test/Work Request. Both identification and quantification of each 
:ont:aflr.' nant are required. 

S1loul<i contaminants of the types discussed be found through such an analysis, engine 
mentioned. particularly the seals, should be inspected and tested for 

fal1ure(s). The fact that the odors and the headaches both begin shortly 
engine start suggests that the seals may be leaking when the engine is not 

rmnirr;; . 

! chemical analysis could be performed to determine the effects on oil 
temperatures under 8:1 and 16:1 compressor pressures, ozone and peroxides 

e'"e·::,= . and other potential catalysts. 

these steps fail to reveal the causes of headaches, it is suggested that the 
program recOllll1el1ded in Memorandum, daticl 17 November 1972, 

be accompltshed. 
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